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Abstract:
The frictional contact problem between a rigid sphere and an elastic half-space has been modeled using
a form of the collocation technique in which the surface stresses have been approximated by a series of
disk loadings. A computer program has been written using these methods to find the surface shear
stresses, the surface normal stresses and the surface displacements for a given set of physical properties
and a given coefficient of friction. The effects of various coefficients of friction on the stresses and
displacements have been predicted. For the first time it was possible to approximate the surface shear
stresses.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Many machine elements make contact over extremely 
small areas, for example cams, gears and bearings. One 
member of this group for which stresses rise steeply in 
the vicinity of the contact region is ball bearings. Since 
bearing failure is related to both the normal and shear 
stresses, the contact stresses are a major factor for the 
determination of the life of ball bearing elements.

The work presented here not only treats the non- 
conformal contact stress problem, as has been the case in 
most past investigations, but also includes the effects of 
surface friction. Curved surfaces are non-conformai if all 
dimensions of the contact region are small compared to the 
smallest radius of curvature of either of the surfaces.
Most bodies can be treated as non-conformai as long as 
there are no sharp changes, on the surface.. The assumption 
of non-conformal surfaces allows the contacting elements.to 
be treated as flat plates as far as the stress-strain 
relationships are concerned.

The problem of contact stresses.in the case of three 
dimensional elastic surfaces has been studied by several 
investigators. Hertz (6) solved the three dimensional
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problem of contacting, non-conformal, frictionless elastic
surfaces for the class of surfaces that can be modeled as
quadratic near the contact point, A considerable number
of investigators have expanded Hertz's work in an effort
to solve problems that can not be modeled as quadratic
surfaces. Mow,' Chow and Ling (13) assume# the surfaces to
be fourth order parabaloids and had some limited success.
Cattaneo (4) solved the axi-symmetric contact problem for
the special case in which the 'profile function' (profile
function is defined in the next chapter) is given by

tF = A1*R**2 + A2*R**4 (1.1)
Blackketter (2) developed a method for determining the 
contact stresses between finite two-dimensional elastic 
bodies in which the surfaces considered are nearly rectan
gular with small deviations from the rectangular Shape. 
Conry and Seireg (5) proposed a solution, using linear 
programming, in which a number of candidate points were 
picked on the contact surface, and the pressure distri
bution is approximated by discrete forces at these points. 
Kalker and Randen (7) proposed a general variational 
principle for both linear and nonlinear elastic contact.

Singh (15) devised a method to. solve the contact, 
t All !equation's are written using FORTRAN, language .
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problem in which the surfaces are frictionless and non- 
conformal but otherwise arbitrary. In his work the contact 
region was divided into cells and the normal stress distri
bution was approximated by a constant pressure inside each 
cell. With this technique Singh was able to solve a large 
number of contact problems, although he found the problems 
to be 'ill posed* in the sense that numerical difficulties 
were present.

In the work described in this thesis a formulation of 
the problem of a rigid sphere in contact with an elastic 
half-space is made. The surfaces are non-conformal and 
can be modeled as quadratic as in Hertz's work, but the 
surfaces are not frictionless. Whereas previous work has 
dealt mainly with frictionless surfaces and therefore only 
considered normal surface stresses, the present work deals 
with the prediction of the normal stress, shear stress and 
the slip-stick region. Typical values of sliding coeffi
cients of friction for metals in contact range from 0.04 
to over 1.0. The value of the coefficient of.friction can 
have a significant effect on the contact stresses *

The problem considered here is that of a rigid sphere 
in contact with an elastic half-space. The sphere is not 
allowed to rotate and the only relative motion between the.



two bodies is a rigid body translation of the sphere toward 
the half-space. A rigid sphere is used in order to simpli
fy the problem. In addition a rigid sphere causes the 
maximum.shear stress between the two surfaces. The 
problem posed is seen as the first step in the prediction 
of the surface stresses between the rolling ball and the 
race in a ball bearing.

The method used for the solution of the problem is a 
form of the collocation technique in which the stress 
distributions will be approximated by a series of circular 
disk loads. In this method the displacements of the half
space are initially assumed known. Using these 'known' 
displacements the stresses are found. A method is then 
devised to approximate the surface, displacements by a 
stepping process.



Chapter 2

FORMULATION OF THE CONTACT PROBLEM BETWEEN A RIGID SPHERE
AND AN ELASTIC HALF-SPACE

2.1 The Physical System To Be Modeled
As was stated in the introduction, the system 

considered is that of a rigid sphere and an elastic half
space. Cylindrical coordinates are used to describe the 
system,as shown in Figure I,with the origin at the initial 
contact point. The R and 0 axes lie in the surface plane 
of the half-space and the Z axis is positive into the half
space. The radius of the sphere is Rl. The distance from 
the half-space to the sphere as measured in the Z direction 
is a function of the radial distance R from the origin and. 
is known as the profile function F which is given by

F(R) = Rl - SQRT(R1**2 - R**2) (2.1)
If an external force acting along the Z axis is 

applied to the center of the sphere, this force tends to 
push the sphere into the half-space and deform the surface 
of the half-space. The two bodies are no longer in 
contact at a point.but are in contact over a circular 
region. Since the problem is axially symmetric, displace
ments of the half-space are in the R and Z directions only. 
As the half-space deforms stresses, develop in the half-
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Initial Contact Point

Figure I
Cylindrical Coordinate System In Half-space

Profile Function

Profile Function Between A Sphere And Half-space



space and between the two bodies, which include both normal 
and shear stresses.

The force resulting from the integral of surface 
stresses over the contact region is equal in magnitude to 
the externally applied force.

Surface shear stresses develop between the rigid 
sphere and the elastic half-space since the half-space 
tends to be pushed away from the origin in the radial 
direction. Friction between the sphere and half-space 
tends to keep that part of the half-space in contact with 
the rigid sphere from moving. If both bodies were of the 
same material and therefore had the same elastic properties, 
no surface shear stresses would be developed since each 
would have the same radial displacements. The radial 
displacements would be the same for each body if the 
problem is considered as non-conformal. With the assumption 
of non-conformality the displacements are those of a half
space in both the sphere and half-space. If both bodies 
were elastic but with different properties, surface shear 
stresses would develop.but the shear stresses would not be 
as large as in the case of a rigid sphere and an elastic 
half-space. As the approach distance is increased, points 
on the surface of the half-space not in the contact region

7
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are displaced in the radial and normal directions. When, 
these points eventually are included in the contact region 
their previous displacements have an effect upon the 
stresses. . The stresses, displacements and prior history of 
motion can not be treated independently. They are inter
related and it is this interrelationship which leads to 
difficulties in developing a numerical procedure to solve 
the problem. If either the stresses or the displacements 
are known, solution of the problem is straight forward.
2.2 Method Used To Find The Surface Stresses If The Surface 
Displacements Are Known !

One aspect of the problem is the determination of the 
displacements and stresses for a given set of elastic 
properties and a given coefficient of friction between the 
two bodies. The procedure used is as follows.

Initially it is assumed that the displacements of the 
half-space surface in the R and Z directions are known.
With these 'known' displacements an approximation of the 
normal and shear stress distributions is made. The method 
used for this approximation is a form of the collocation 
technique, for which the contact region is divided into N 
annular regions and in each region there is a collocation 
point as shown in Figure 3» The normal and radial



Collocation Point o 
Figure 3

View Of Surface Of Half-space Showing 
Collocation Points And Disk Circles

N = 5
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displacements at these N collocation points are treated as 
known and the stresses in the N annular regions are treated 
as unknowns. The radius to the outside edge of an annular 
region is RD(J) and a collocation point is a distance R(I) . 
from the origin. The RD(J)1S are picked such that the width 
of the rings.is constanti The collocation points are at 
the center of each ring.

Attempts to use different configurations did not 
result in any improvement in predicted stresses and usually 
resulted in higher computing time or inability to solve 
the equations. With the collocation method an equation is 
written expressing the displacement at each collocation 
point in terms of the stress distribution in each of the 
annular regions. Each equation has N unknown normal 
stresses and N unknown shear stresses. There are two 
equations for each of the collocation points,. one for the 
radial displacement and one for the normal displacement.
This results in 2 N equations in 2 N unknowns.

The normal and shear stress distributions are approx
imated by a series of circular disk loadings. The normal 
stress distribution is approximated by a series of N uniform 
disk stresses of radii RD(J) and stress level P(J) . The. 
shear stress distribution is approximated by N shear stress
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disks of radii RD(J). These shear stress disks have zero 
shear stress at the center and the stress increases 
linearly to a shear stress of Q(J) at the outside edge as 
shown in Figure 4. Each stress disk has a radius.corres
ponding to one of the annular collocation regions.

These particular stress distributions are chosen 
because the contact problem is axially symmetric and these 
stress distributions can be combined to.approximate the . 
expected stress distribution which is shown in Figure 5«
The normal stress distribution is expected to have its 
maximum value at the center and zero at the outside edge.
The expected shear stress distribution has a zero value at 
the center and outside,edge and a maximum value in the 
interior.

Both the normal and shear stresses make a contribution 
to both the normal and radial displacements. The displace
ments at appoint due to one of the disk loads is a function 
of the type of loading, either shear or normal, the 
direction of the displacement, the radius to the collocation 
point, the. radius of. the disk load, and the magnitude of the 
disk load. Since the problem is linear, the displacement 
at a point due to a load is directly proportional to the 
magnitude of the load. Therefore if the displacement at a.



P(J
I

Side View
T
Q ( J )

IhRD(J) -» p—  RD(J)-*

Figure 4
Shapes Of Disk Loadings
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Approximation To Expected Normal Stress Distribution

Approximation To Expected Shear Stress Distribution
Figure 5

Approximations To Expected Stress Distributions



point due to a load of unit magnitude is known, the 
displacement at that point due to a similar load of any 
magnitude is equal to the displacement due to the unit 
loading times the magnitude of the loading. This can be 
written as;

where WN(I1J) is the displacement in the normal direction 
at collocation point I, radius R(I) from the center, due to 
a normal disk load of magnitude P(J) and radius RD(J). 
WS(IfJ) is the displacement in the normal direction at 
collocation point I due to a shear disk load of magnitude 
Q(J) and radius RD(J). VN(I1J) is the displacement in the 
radial direction at collocation point I due to a normal 
disk load of magnitude P(J) and radius RD(J). VS(I1J) is 
the displacement in the radial direction at collocation 
point I due to a shear disk load of magnitude Q(J) and 
radius RD(J). Ul(IfJ) is the displacement in the normal 
direction at collocation point I due to a normal disk load 
of radius RD(J) and unit magnitude. U2(I,J) is the 
■displacement in the normal direction at collocation point I

WN(IfJ) = P(J)^Ul(IsJ) 
WS(IfJ) = Q(J)*U2(I,J) 
VN(IfJ) = P(J)*U3(I,J)

(2 .2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)and VS(IfJ) = Q(J)*U4(IfJ)



due to a shear disk load of radius RD(J) and unit magnitude 
U3(I ,J) is the displacement in the radial direction at 
collocation point I due to a normal disk load of radius 
RD(J) and unit magnitude. U4(I,J) is' the displacement in 
the radial direction at collocation point I due to a shear 
disk load of radius RD(J) and unit magnitude.

The total displacements at a collocation point are 
given bys

IN IN"
W( I) = . I P(J)^Ul (I, J) + 'I Q( J)*U2(1, J) (2.6)

J=I • J=I
and

N  N
V(I) = I P(J)*U3(I,J) + D Q(J)*U4(I,J) ' (2.7)

' J=I J=I .
where W(I) and V(I) are the total displacements in the 
normal and radial directions respectively.
2.3 Approximating The Functions Ul(ItlJ)t U2(I.J), U3(I.J) 
And U4(I.J)'

. The functions Ul(IfJ)i U2(J,J), U3(I,J) and U4(I,J) 
can be derived in functional form so that their values can 
be found.for any combination of R(I) and RD(J). To’ 
evaluate the functional' form of Ul (I1J)., U2(I , J) , U3('I» J) 
and U4(I ,J) the equilibrium equations.for an elastic half
space subjected to a point load applied at .the surface are

15
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used. The appropriate equations are given in Landau and 
Lifshitz (8) and can be found in Appendix A. These 
equations are given in Cartesian coordinates and express 
the total displacements of any point in a half-space 
subjected to a point load applied at the surface. The 
equations can be simplified to give the displacements of 
points ort the surface of the half-space by setting Z = O 1 
which results in the following set of equationst
UX = K1*FZ*X/R**2+K2*FX/R+K3*X*(FX*X+FY*Y)/R**] (2.8) 
UY = K1*FZ*Y/R**2+K2*FY/R+K3*Y*(FX*X+FY*Y)/R**3 (2.9) 
UZ = K2*FZ/R - K1*(FX*X + FY*Y)/R**2 (2.10) 
where

Kl = -(I + S)*(l - 2*S)/(2*PI*E) (2.11) 
K2 = (I - S**2)/(PI*E) (2.12) 
K3 = S*(l + S)/(PI*E) , (2.13)

and where S is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, PI = 
rr, R = SORT (X*X + Y*Y) , FX, FY and FZ are the x, y and z 
components of the point load applied at the load applied 
at the origin, UX, UY and UZ are the x, y and z.components 
of displacement and X, Y and Z are the coordinates of the 
point being considered. Since those equations are written 
for Z = 0, Z does not appear in these equationsi

Equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 can be rewritten as



UX = K2*UXX1*FX + K3*UXX2*FX -t- K3*UXY*FY + K1*UXZ*PZ- (2.14) 
UY = K2*UYY1*FY + K3*UYY2*FY +'K3*UYX*FX + K1*UYZ*FZ (2.15)
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UZ = K2*UZZ*FZ - K1*UZX*FX - K1*UZY*FY (2.16) 
where

UXXl = 1/R (2.1?) 
UXX2 = X**2/R**3 (2.18) 
UXY = X*Y/R**3 (2.19) 
UXZ = X/R**Z . (2.20) 
UYX = X*Y/R**3 (2.21) 
UYYl = 1/R (2.22) 
UYY2 = Y**2/R**3 (2.23) 
UYZ = Y/R**2 . (2.24) 
UZX = X/R**2 (2.25) 
UZY = Y/R**2 (2.26) 
UZZ = 1/R (2.2?)
Equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 give the displacements 

of a point on the surface due to a point load. In order 
to find the displacements of the surface due to a stress 
distribution S(XtY). the stress distribution is put into 
vector form.

S(X1Y) = SX(X,Y)i + SY(X,Y)a + SZ(X,Y)k •. (2.28)
where i, j. and k are the unit vectors in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively. By replacing FX, FY and FZ by
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SX(X9Y), SY(X9Y) and SZ(X9Y) in equations. 2.14, 2.15 and 
2.16 and integrating over the entire- region where the ' 
-stress distribution acts these equations becomes 
UX = Kl*JUXZ*SZ(X9Y)d*, + K2*fUXXl*SX(X,Y)d*. "

K]*J'UXX2*SX(X,Y)dn. 4- K3*J'UXY*SY(X9Y)dJa. (2.29)
UY = Kl*J'UYZ*SZ(X,Y)d^ +■ K2*fUYYl*SY(X,Y)dJ^

+ K3*fUYY2*SY(X9Y)d^. + KJ*J'UYX*SX(X9Y)d^_ (2.30)
UZ = K2*J‘UZZ*BZ (X1Y) dj». - Kl*fUZX*SX(X,Y)dau

- Kl*fUZY*SY(X,Y)dJt (2.31)
where -TL is the entire region over which the stress 
distribution acts. '

Since the shear.stress distribution is to be approxi- ■ 
mated by the loading shown in Figure 4, SX(X9Y) and SY(X9Y) 
can be replaced by SR*cosG and SR*sin9, where. SR = R/RD and 
6 = arctah(X/Y) as in Figure 6. This yeilds

SX(X9Y) = (R/RD)*(X/R) = X/RD - (2.32)
SY(X9Y) = (R/RD)*(Y/R) = Y/RD (2.33)

Similarly SZ(X9Y) can be replaced.by a constant value of 
unity so that

' SZ(X9Y) = I . . - .  (2.34)
The displacements UX9 UY and UZ in equations 2.29, . 

2.30 and 2,31 are those of points along the radial line 
corresponding to the X axis (see Figure 3). It-can be seen
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X = R*c o s©5 Y - R*sin©

s:

_____ I

t I
----- RC —

SX = SR*cos© = (R/R'D)* (X/R) = X/RD 
SY = SR* s in© = (R/RD)*(Y/R) = Y/R'D

Figure 6
SX And SY In Terms Of X, Y And R
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that the radial displacements along this line are the same 
as UY and from symmetry must be zero. . Similarly the radial 
displacements are the same as UX. The normal displacements 
are UZ.

Therefore
Ul = K2*fUZZ*SZ(X,Y)djL .(2.35)
U2 = -Kl*fUZX*SX (X.YydxL -Kl*fUZY*SY(X,Y)dj% '■ (2.3:6)
U3 = Kl*fUXZ*SZ(X,Y)dJt, (2.37)
U4 = K2*fUXXl*SX(X,Y)djL + K3*J'UXX2*SX(X,Y)dj%, '

+ K3*JUXY*SY(X,Y)dn (2.38)
Of the above integrals only

J UZZ*SZ(X, Y)djz_
results in a commonly used function. This integral, results 
in elliptic functions.

The integrals in equations 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31 were, 
evaluated numerically.(see Appendix B for details). Plots, 
of the values obtained for the integrals for various ratios 
of R(I) to RD(J) are shown in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10. No 
plots for the y displacements are shown since they are all 
zero as is expected due to symmetry. Also the sum of 

j’UXX2*SX(X, Y) d-n- + j'UXY*SY(X,Y)dJ*. . 
is equal to zero. Since.the sum

J'UZX*SX.(X,Y)djv + J'UZY*SY(X,Y)d_n.
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is equal to zero outside the contact region these two 
integrals are combined and shown plotted in Figure 8.

The values obtained for
j'UZZ*SZ(X,Y)diL

by numerical integration are very close to the values 
tabulated for this elliptic integral. The maximum error 
for the values inside the contact region is 0.07 percent 
and only five of the thirty values outside the contact 
region exceed 1.0 percent error. The errors here were 
used as a check on the numerical integration methods.
Values for the errors for each point are included in 
Appendix B together with the errors between the computed 
values and equations used to approximate the remainder 
of the integrals.

Approximations to the remaining integrals were 
obtained and resulted in the following:•

R - R D  R > RD .
U1/K2 " 4*R*E; ' .4*R* (E-K* (I - (RD/R) ** 2) ) (2.38)
U2/K1 «. RD*P.I*(1-(R/RD)**2) ; 0 (2.39)
U3/K1 a PI*R; , . . PI*RD**2/R - (2.40)
TJ4/K2 * 4/3*R*E**2; ' . 4/PI*R**2/RD* (E-K* (I - (RD/R) **2) ** 2 .

- (2.41)
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where E = elliptic integral of the first kind 

K = elliptic integral of the second kind 
RD = radius of the disk load
R = radius of the collocation point

'

Of all these equations only the values given for Ul 
are exact. . The values obtained from the equations approxi
mating U2 are all within 0.3^ percent of the values . 
obtained from the numerical integration. The values for 
the approximation to U3 are within 'Or. 2?. percent of the 
numerical integration values inside the contact region 
and within.4.0 percent outside the contact region. The 
values for the approximation to U4 are. all within 4.6 
percent of the computed values. ' Attempts to improve on the 
approximations did not improve the results of the general

. ' rstress calculation method.
2.4 The Numerical Method Used For Solving The 
Simultaneous Equations

The formulation of the problem has resulted in 2 N 
equations (2.6 and 2.?) in the 2 N unknowns, namely the 
magnitudes of the N normal disk loadings and the N shear 
disk loadings. All that remains to solve the problem for 
known displacements is to find a solution, to these. 2 N 
simultaneous equations. However, there is some difficulty



2?,
in solving these equations. They are ill posed in the 
sense that solutions are hard or even impossible to obtain 
by such methods as Gaussean elimination if N is. larger7̂ than 
four or five even if double precision on a computer, which 
uses sixteen digits, is used. The computer that was used 
for all computations is the Xerox Sigma 7,

An alternative method that works for N about twenty is 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration procedure using a subroutine 
from Carnahan (3)• Even this latter method does not work 
if the collocation points are picked improperly. The 
coefficient matrix that is obtained is very nearly singular 
and it is possible that small variations in any one 
coefficient could cause meanless results to be obtained. 
Since this is the case, and since this was the best of the 
several methods attempted, a test case using a known stress 
distribution was solved in order to establish some 
confidence in this latter method.
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2.5 Test Cases Using Known Displacements .

The method described in section 2.4 can be used to 
find the surface stresses if the surface displacements are 
known. To test this method of solution a set of surface 
displacements corresponding to a known stress distribution 
was used for different test cases. The first of these 
used a stress distribution similar to the expected stress 
distribution between the rigid sphere and the elastic half
space. The second test case used the normal displacements 
from the Hertzian contact problem and found only the normal 
stress distribution.

The expected normal stress distribution between the 
rigid sphere and the elastic half-space is similar to the 
Hetzian-stress distribution in both magnitude and shape.
The stress distribution used was the first quarter cycle of 
a cosine wave with its maximum magnitude equal to the 
maximum magnitude of the Hertzian stress for the friction
less contact problem with the same contact radius. The 
expected shear stress distribution has a zero value at the 
center and outside edge of the contact region and has its 
maximum somewhere in between. The maximum value of the 
shear stress is expected to be between zero and fifty 
percent of the maximum normal stress. The stress
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distribution used was the first half cycle of a sine wave 
with a maximum magnitude equal to thirty percent of the ■ 
maximum normal stress.

To calculate the displacements of the half-space 
surface due to these stress distributions a numerical 
■integration similar to the one used to find UI1 U2, U3 and 
U4 was done. The program used .is listed in Appendix C . 
Using the displacements obtained from this program the 
methods for finding the stresses that were developed in 
sections 2.3» 2.4 and 2.5 were used to find the stress 
distributions. The results obtained for. this test case 
are shown in Figures 11 and 12. As can be seen from 
Figure. 11 the normal stress distribution was approximated 
very well. If the value of the "known' normal stress at 
the mid-point of each.region is compared to the value of 
the approximation to the normal stress at this point, the 
values are within one percent of each other except at the 
outermost region. As can be seen from Figure 12 the shear 
stress was also predicted fairly well. Due to the jagged 
nature of the approximation it is. difficult to compare it 
to the "known' shear stress distribution numerically. It 
can be seen that the shear stress was under predicted near 
the center of the region and over predicted near the
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outside edge.,

The second test case that was tried Was'the Hertzian . 
contact problem. The particular geometry that was used 
was a sphere contacting a: half-space. In this case only 
the normal stresses were included. The results are shown 
in Figure 13« The approximation was very good with a 
maximum error of only 2.6 percent. Using these two test 
cases as a check supplies the needed confidence to be 
reasonably sure that if the displacements can be found the 
stresses will be closely approximated.
2.6 The Method For-Surface Displacement Determination.

Now that it is possible to closely approximate the 
surface stresses if the surface displacements are known, an 
additional requirement is a method to predict the surface 
displacements accurately. There are some difficulties in 
finding both the normal and radial displacements. The 
total normal displacements within the contact region can 
be written as:

W = APP - F . ' (2.42) '
where W is the total displacement at a point, F is the 
value of the profile function at.the point and APP is the 
approach of the two bodies. The function F is given by 
equation 2.1. For two elastic bodies the approach is.
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defined as the relative approach of two points, one of 
.which is in each body and both are far removed from the 
contact region. Since the sphere is rigid the entire 
normal displacement, will.take place in the half-space and 
the approach is equal to the normal displacement at the 
origin of the half-space as shown if Figure 2. The profile 
function is known, therefore all that remains to be found 
to solve for the normal displacements is the approach. 
Theoretically it. is simple to express the approach in 
terms of the other unknowns in. the problem. There are. 
already 2 N equations in terms of the 2 N + I unknowns.
The unknowns are the approach and the N magnitudes of the 
normal disks and the N magnitudes of the shear disks. If 
one more equation is written relating the normal displace
ment at one more point to the approach and the 2 N disk . 
magnitudes, there would be 2 N + I equations in 2 N + I 
unknowns. However, this method yeilded equations which 
were not solvable numerically. Attempts to write the last 
equation using normal displacements at several different 
points failed to help. Attempts to use the methods 
developed by Singh (15) did not help. . Since it was not 
possible to solve for the approach.using this method, 
another method was developed which approximated the
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approach.

The normal displacements caused by a unit disk of 
shear stress are less than fifty percent of the normal 
displacements caused by a unit disk of normal stress.
This fact and the fact that the maximum magnitude of the 
shear stress is expected to be less than twenty five 
percent of the maximum magnitude of the normal stress 
combine to lead to the approximation of about twelve 
percent and probably less than five or ten percent error if 
only the normal stress is used to approximate the approach. 
Using this rational it is reasonable', to approximate the 
load versus approach relationship by using the equations 
of Hertz. The Hertzian load versus approach relationship 
is •

APP = ((3*PI*P*Kl/4)**2/R2)**(l/3) (2.43)
where P = total load and

Kl = (I - S**2)/(PI*E)
This equation is.then used to approximate•the approach in. 
the solution technique developed.

The steps in the procedure are (I) to approximate the 
approach using equation 2.43, (2) to calculate the stresses 
and 'tfte total load and (3) to use the Hertzian load versus 
approach relationship to iterate to a new value for the
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approach. The equation used for the new approximation of 
the approach is
APP = R2*R2/Rl*(6*HL0AD**(2/3) - "5*HL0AD1**(2/3)) (2.44)
where R2*R2/R1 = Hertzian approach for the same contact

radius
HLOAD = load/Hertzian load for the same contact 

radius
= 3*P*R1*PI*K1/(4*.R2**3)

HLOADl = HLOAD from.the previous step 
Equation 2.44 was used rather than equation 2.43 to get a 
new approach "because of the more rapid convergence. By 
using equation 2.44 the method converges in four or five 
iterations instead of forty or fifty iterations required 
with direct substitution. Now that it is possible to 
calculate the approach, the displacements in the .normal 
direction can be considered as known.

Next a method is developed to calculate, the radial 
displacements. Consider what actually takes place as a 
rigid sphere is pushed into an elastic half-space. The 
sphere and half-space are initially in contact at only one 
point. As a load is applied a circular contact region 
develops and points on the surface of the half-space are 
pushed away from the origin in the radial direction.
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Points both inside and outside the contact region are 
displaced, although points in the contact region tend to be 
held back because of friction between the surfaces. 
Depending on the coefficient of friction and the ratio of 
shear stress to normal stress, the. points in the contact 
region either stick to the sphere or slip with respect to 
the sphere. This continuous process of sticking and 
slipping must be broken down into finite steps in order to 
use the collocation method.

In each step the surface displacements and stresses 
must be approximated. In addition the shear stresses must 
be limited to their proper values. The method ■ developed 
initially considers the two bodies in contact at only one 
point. Next the sphere is moved toward the half-space a 
small distance until the radius of contact is R2, during 
which motion the radial displacements are taken to be zero. 
With the given contact radius R2 the approach is found by 
using the iteration.procedure given in this' section.
Using the calculated value for the approach the normal and 
shear stresses are calculated. The values of. the shear 
stresses at the collocation points are limited to the 
coefficient of friction times the normal stress at the 
same collocation point stress is equivalent to letting the
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surface slip in regions where there should be slippage.
With the limited shear stresses in the next step the 
radial displacements are calculated at the collocation 
points. This completes the first step.

For the next step the contact radius is increased to a 
new value R2 * R2STEP, where R2STEP is the amount that the 
contact radius is increased. This is equivalent to pushing 
the sphere further into the half-space. Everything, 
proceeds in the same manner as in the first step except 
that the radial displacements are calculated using the 
previous step's stress distributions. After the approach 
is found and the stresses calculated and limited, the 
process is repeated until there is no appreciable change in 
the dimensionless form of the load, approach, stresses and 
displacements. This takes about fifty steps.

The dimensionless forms are based on the Hertzian 
quantities for the same contact radius and. are as follows; 
PSTAR = P/Hertzian load = P*R1*3/4*(1'-SV**2)/(R2**3*E) '

•' (2.45)
APPSTAR = APP/Hertzian approach.=APP*R1/R2**2 ' (2.46)
STRESSSTAR = STRESS/Max Hertzian Stress = STRESS/PO (2.4?) 
DISPSTAR=DISP/Hertziah Approach = DISP*Rl/R2**2 (2.48)
The dimensionless quantities are based on the Hertzian



values since the Hertzian results can be expressed in terms 
of only the elastic properties and the contact radius. 
Changes in the contact radius change the relative 
magnitudes of the stresses and displacements, but do not 
change the shapes of the stress and displacement curves. 
Including the effects of friction changes the.shapes of 
these curves but the curves for a specific coefficient of 
friction are similar.

The methods and procedures that have been developed 
were combined in the computer program that is listed in 
Appendix D. This program was run several times :using 
different coefficients of friction to obtain the effects of 
friction on the various parameters involved in the contact 
problem.



Chapter 3

. RESULTS AND. DISCUSSION'

3.1 The Coefficient Of Friction Range
, The methods developed in the previous chapter, and. 

listed in the computer program of Appendix D were used to 
examine the effects of varying the coefficient of friction 
on the contact stresses. The coefficients, of friction used
Were 0.05» 0.10, 0.20 and infinity. These friction

. ' • '

coefficients cover the range of sliding coefficients of 
. friction found in contact "between metals.. Values between 
0.20 artd infinity were not used because a coefficient of 
friction of above about 0.25 results in no slippage between 
the sphere and half-space. In actuality since the normal 
stress goes to zero at the outside edge of the contact, 
region it. appears that if the coefficient of friction in
finite some slipping will occur near the outside edge. 
However, since the methods used approximate the stresses by 
a series of disk loads, the values of the normal and shear- 
stresses are approximated such that a value of 0.25 for the 
coefficient of friction results in no slippage. The results 
that were obtained are listed in Tables. I to 5 and are 
plotted in Figures 14 to 21. The values for the stresses 
in Tables I and 2 have been divided by the maximum Hertzian
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stress associated with the same contact radius. Similarly 
the radial displacements have been divided by the Hertzian 
approach associated with the same contact radius to put 
them into dimensionless form. The value used for Young's 
modulus was 30,000,000 psi and the value for Poisson's 
ratio was 0.3* These are the values associated with steel.
3.2 Effects.Of The Coefficient Of Friction On The Surface 
Normal Stresses

The values obtained for the dimensionless normal 
stresses at each of the collocation points are listed in 
Table I . The maximum magnitudes of the normal stresses are
8.5 to 18.6 percent higher than the maximum Hertzian stress 
associated with the same contact region. The larger the 
coefficient of friction, the larger the magnitude of the 
normal stress in any one region. If the normal stresses 
are compared to the Hertzian stress associated with the 
same load,instead of the same contact radius,,the maximum 
magnitudes are from 3*2 to 8.5 percent higher than the 
maximum Hertzian stress. The values non-dimensionalized 
with respect to the Hertzian values associated with the 
same load are given in Table 5*

The values from Table I are plotted in Figure 14. The 
normal stress curves are similar in both shape and magnitude
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Table I Normal Stresses At The Collocation Points
Nondimensionalized With Respect To The Maximum 
Hertzian Stress Associated With The Same Contact Radius

Collocation
Number /̂U = oo .11 . 0 0<-4. 11

.X
; ft - . 05

I . 1.186 1.168 1.118 1.0852 • 1.170 1.155 1.104 1.071
3 1.143 1.132 : 1.081 1.0464 ' l . i  104 1.097 : 1.046 1.011
5 ■ 1.055- ' 1 .048 .998 .9656 .994 .986 .938 .908

■ 7 .919 .911 .864 .8368 .825 .819 .773 . 7459 .701 .702 . .657 .6281.0 <652 . 646 .538 .496

Table 2 Shear Stresses At The Collocation Points
. Nondimensionalized With Respect.To The Maximum 
. Hertzian Stress Associated With The Same Contact 
Radius •

Collocation
Number 11 8 11 O 

. 11 H1 O OIlX

■ ■ I " ' -.028 -.021 ' -.617 -.0142 -.072 -.050 -.039 -.0333 -.104 -.080 - -.058 ■ -•o44
4 -.127. -.111 -.075 -.049 '
5 -.142 -.133 -.086 -.046

• 6. -.155 • -.142 —. 088 -.045 ..
7 -.I69 -.150 -.086 -.0428 -.179 -.152 -.077 -.0379 . -.175 ■ -.140 - .066 -.031. 10 -.102 -.125 ' -.056 -.025
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to the normal stress curves predicted by Hertz, therefore 
the assumption that.the Hertzian load versus approach 
relationship could be used for the non-Hertzian problem 
appears to be reasonable.

For the various coefficients of friction the predicted 
normal stresses at the outside collocation point are from 
70.7 to 124.4 percent higher than the Hertzian stress at 
the outside collocation point. Including friction in the 
problem increases the normal stress more, at the outside 
edge than it does at the center of the contact region.
3.3 Effects Of The Coefficient Of Friction On The Surface 
Shear Stresses

The values obtained for the dimensionless shear stress 
at each of the collocation points are listed in Table 2.
The shear stresses are negative because they act toward the 
center of the contact region and the positive shear stress 
was picked as away from the center. The maximum value of 
the shear stress is 0.179 times the maximum Hertzian stress 
for the same contact radius. As was expected this was for 
a coefficient of friction of infinity. As the coefficient 
of friction is decreased the magnitude of the shear stress 
in any one region is reduced. The values from Table 2 are 
plotted in Figures 15 to 18. In Figure 19 the shear stress
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curves that are shown are the smooth curves that were 
obtained by drawing a line through the approximations to. 
the shear stress curves at the collocation points. From
Figure 19 it can be seen that the larger the coefficient of. ■ . . .  y -
friction, the farther from the center of the contact 
region that the maximum value of the shear stress occurs.

Listed in Table'3 are the values of the local shear 
stress divided by the local normal stress at each of the 
collocation points. These values are plotted in Figure 20. 
From this figure it is possible to determine the regions of 
slip and stick. In those regions where the shear stress 
divided by the local normal stress is equal to the 
coefficient of friction the two bodies have slipped with 
respect to each other. In these regions. the shear stress 
tended to be higher than the allowable value, so slippage 
took place between the sphere and the half-space. In those 
regions where the shear stress divided by the. normal stress 
is less than the coefficient of friction the stresses are 
such that no slippage occurs and the two bodies in effect 
stick to each other. The radius to the slip region for a 
coefficient of friction of 0.20 is about 0.8 times RC, for 
a coefficient of friction of 0.10 it is about 0.6 times RC 
and for a coefficient of friction of :0.0'5 it is. about 0.4
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Table 3 Shear Stress / Normal Stress At Collocation 
Points For Several Coefficients Of Friction

Collocation 
; Number ŷ / = OO

0CM 
' Il 0t-r11X

/M. - . 05
I -.024 -.018 • -.015 -.013■ 2 -.061 -.044 -.035 -.030
3 -.091 -.071 -.054 -.042
4 . -.115 . -.101 t .072 -.048
5 . -.135 -.127 -.086 -.050
6 -. 156 -.144 -.094 . -.050
7 ■ -.184 -.164 -.100 -.050
8 ■ -.21? -.186 -.100 • -.050
9 . -.249 ' -.200 -.100 -.050

10 -.157 ' ' -.193 -.100 . -.050

Table 4 Radial Displacements. At The Collocation Points' 
Nondimensionalized With Respect To The Hertzian 
Approach For The Same Contact Radius

Collocation
Number OO /H- • 20 yOC - .10 • 05

I .0001 .0018 .0044■ .0061
2 . .0019 .0065 .0143 ' .0193

. 3 .0062 .0122 ..0252 .03374 .0133 • .0194 . .0373 ' ■ .0493
5 .0230 .0291 .0509 . .0653 ’6 .0346 .0412 .0657 . 0812
7 .0480 .0551 .0808 .0961
8 .0634 .0703 .0957 .1094
9 ' .0812 .0868 .1091 . .1201 .

.10 .1045 .1056 .1210 . .1277
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times RC. These also happen to be the radii to the point 
where the maximum shear stresses occur. See Table 2 or 
Figure 19*
3.4 Effects Of The Coefficients Of Friction On The 
Surface Radial Displacements

Listed in Table 4 and plotted in Figure -21 are the 
radial displacements at the collocation points. The larger 
the coefficient of friction, the smaller the radial 
displacements. This is due to the fact that friction 
between the two bodies tends to keep the half-space surface 
from being pushed away from the center of the contact 
region. As was seen in section 3« 3 the larger the coeffi
cient of friction, the larger the stick region and the 

"
smaller the slip rgion, Therefore the larger the coeffi
cient of friction the less the two bodies are allowed to 
slip with respect tb each other.
3.5 Effects Of The Coefficient Of Friction On The Load . 
And Approach

Listed in Table 5 are the load and approach that have 
been nondimensionalized with respect to the Hertzian, load 
and approach for the,same contact radius. Also listed are 
maximum normal and shear stresses that have been nond.imen- 
sionalized with respect to the maximum Hertzian stress

53
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*Nondimensionalized Quantities yOi = . 05 V 11 0 11 8 4̂̂ - = 00

Load 1.162 . 1.217 1.300 1.309
Approach 1.10? 1.140 1.191 1.197

Maximum Normal Stress 1.032 1.047 1.070 1.085

Maximum Shear Stress y -.046 -.082 -.140 -.163

. Contact Radius
.

.9512 . .9367-. .9163 . .9142

* Note $ The load and. approach were, nomdimensionalized with resect to the
Hertzian values associated with the same contact radius, while the 
remaining quantities were nondimensionalized with respect to the 
Hertzian values associated with the.same load.

. Table 5 Load, Approach, Maximum Stresses and Contact Radius 
For Several Coefficients Cf'Friction
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associated with the same load. The larger the 
coefficient of friction, the larger . are the . load aind 
approach.- This is due to the fact that the load is 
directly proportional to the normal stress and - the normal 
stress increases as the coefficient of friction increases. 
Since the approach is assumed proportional to the two thirds 
power of the load (see equation 2.44), the approach also, 
increases as the coefficient of friction increases.

The reason that the maximum normal stress increases 
as the coefficient of friction increases is due to the fact 
that the contact region.is smaller for a larger coefficient 
of friction if the same load is applied.



SUMMARY.AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 4

4.1' Summary
The frictional contact problem between a rigid sphere 

and an elastic half-space has been modeled using a form of .. 
the collocation technique in which the surface stresses 
have been approximated by. a series of disk loadings. A 
■ computer program has. been written using these methods to 
find the surface, shear stresses > the surface normal stresses 
and the surface displacements for a given, set of physical 
properties and a given coefficient of friction. The effects 
of. various coefficients of friction on the stresses and 
displacements have been predicted. For the first time it . 
was possible to approximate the surface shear stresses.. .
4.2 Recommendations

Due to the fact that the problem has been solved by a 
series of stepwise approximations the error in the 
magnitudes of any one of the predicted quantities m a y .be 
a significant amount. . The trends in the qualitative results 
such as ah increase in the normal stress with ah increase. 
in the coefficient of friction are probably correct.

It. was found that for the method used to limit the
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shear■stress that a coefficient of friction of 0.2$ or 
greater resulted in very nearly the same stresses and 
displacements '.as a .coefficient of friction of infinity.
This is due to the fact that the stresses were approximated 
by a series of disk loads and the slippage was allowed to 
take place only inside integer number of regions. It 
would be desireable if another method could be found that 
would allow slippage in a non-integer number of regions,.

The method that was used to approximate the approach 
is inexact. As was shown in section 2.6 the erfor' in the 
approach is less than.twelve percent but considering the 
extremely sensitive nature of the simultaneous equations it 
is possible a rather small error in the approach could 
result in large, errohs. in the other quantities. It is 
recommended that an'improved method for finding the. 
approach be devised. It would be best if it were an exact 
and not an approximate method.

The fact that the stress curves are discontinuous is 
undesirable. It would be better if smooth curves could be 
used. Also the way in which the shear stresses are 
approximated results in rather high values at the outside 
edge of the contact region where they should be zero. . If 
another method that overcomes these difficulties could be
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found it would be desirable.
4.3 Further Applications Of These Methods

Using the general methods developed in this thesis 
several things could be done to extend the work. Using the 
surface stresses that were found it would be possible to 
examine the effects of the coefficient of friction on the 
interior stresses. This could be done.using Boussinesq‘s 
equations (see • (17), page 364). Also it would be of 
interest to allow the sphere to roll with respect to the 
half-space or to replace the half-space by a curved surface 
that would represent the race.of a ball bearing. It is 
felt that if a method.to find the approach exactly could 
be found that the same methods used in this, work could be 
used to solve contact problems between bodies that were 
non-conformal' and axially symmetric but,otherwise entirely 
arbitrary.in shape. Both frictional, and frictionless 
contact problems could be solved.
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EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR AN ELASTIC HALF-SPACE SUBJECTED 
TO A POINT LOAD APPLIED TO THE FREE SURFACE 

Consider an elastic medium occupying a half-space, i.e 
bounded on one side by an infinite plane. The: surface of 
the half-space is subjected to a concentrated force F, i.e. 
one which is applied to an area so small that.is can be 
regarded as a point. Cartesian coordinates are located in 
the half-space such that the X-Y plane lies on the free 
surface of the half-space and the Z axis is into the half
space. The point force is applied at the origin. The 
equations defining the displacements of a point (X,Y,Z) in 
the half-space are given by Landau and Lifshitz (8) ast 
U X =  (1+S)/(2*PI*E)*((X*Z/R**3 -(1-2*S)*X/R/(R+Z))*FZ, 

+(2*(1-S)*R+Z)/R/(R+Z)*FX .
+(2*R*(S*R+Z)+Z**2)*X/R**3/(R+Z)**2*(X*FX+Y*FY)) .

(A*l)
UY = (1+S)/(2*PI*E)*((Y*Z/R**3 -(1-2*S)*Y/R/(R+Z))*FZ 

+ (2*(1-S)*R+Z)/R/(R+Z)*FY
+(2*R*(S*R+Z)+Z**2)*Y/R**3/(R+Z)**2*(X*FX+Y*FY))

(A . 2)
UZ =' (1+S)/(2*PI*E)*((2*(1-S)/R + Z**2/R**3)*FZ

+ ((1-2*S)/R/(R+Z) + Z/R**3)*(X*FX+Y*FY)) (A.3)
where UX1 UY and UZ are the displacements of a point in the 
x, y and z directions; FX1 FY and FZ are the x, y and z 
components of the applied force F; E is Young's modulus;
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S is Poisson's, ratio; R = -SQRT(X*X + Y*Y) ; PI = rr; and 
X, Y and Z are the. coordinates of the point. .

In particularp the displacements of a point on the 
surface of the medium are given by putting Z equal to zero 
in equations A .I, A. 2 and A.3..
UX =. (1+S)/(2*PI*£)/R*(-(1-2*S)*X/R*FZ. + 2*(1-S)*FX'

+2*S*X/R**2*(X*FX + Y*FY)) (a .4)
UY = (1+S)/(2*PI*E)/R*(-(1-2*S)*Y/R*FZ + 2*(l-S)*FZ

+ 2*S*Y/R**2*(X*FX + Y*FY)) ,(A.5)
UZ = (1+S)/(2*PI*E)/R*(2*(1-S)*FZ

+ (1-2*S>/R*(X*FX + Y*FY)) - (A.6)



APPENDIX B



NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONS USED TO OBTAIN Ul, U2.U3 and U4

Since it was impossible to evaluate the integrals in 
equations 2.29» 2..30 and 2.31 analytically for all values 
of R/RD it was necessary to evaluate them by means of 
numerical integration. Figure B-I shows the system that 
was used. The nomenclature that was used is as follows:

RD = Radius of the disk load
R =  Radius, from the center of the disk load to the 

collocation point
Rl = Radius from the collocation point to the 

integration point
R2 = Radius from the center, of the disk load to the 

integration point
91 = Angle between R .and Rl
92 = Angle between R and R2 . .
Xl = Distance in the x direction from the.center of 

the disk.load to the integration point
X2 = Distance in the x direction from the integration 

point to the collocation point /
Yl = Distance in the. y direction from the center of 

the disk.load to the integration point
Y2 = Distance in the y direction from the integration 

point to the collocation point .
dR = Incremental step size in Rl used for integration
d9 = Incremental step size in 91 used for integration
dil = Rl*dR*d9
SX = the contact region inside. R - RC



Figure 3-1
System Used For Numerical Integrations



, 6 6

Ull =. XuXZ*d-n- 
U12 = J UXXl*d_n.
U13 = UXX 2*4-TL 
U14 =.IUXY*d_n_

; U21 = J' UYZ*d.n_
. U22 = J1UYYl^d-TL

U23 = J1UYY2*dTL 
U24 = J1UYX^d-O- 

, U31 = J1UZZ^d-O- ■
. U32 = J1UZX^d-O- 
' U33'' = J1UZY^d-O-

By using Equations 2.Iy through 2.27 and 2*32 through 2.34 
these can be rewritten.as followst
Ull = J1SZ*Xl/Rl**2*dii = . J1J1.(Xl/Rl)*dR*d© = J7cose*dr*de 
Ul2 = XsX/Rl»dO- = SS (X2/RG)*dR*d©
U13 = J1(SX*Xl**2/Rl**3)*da_ = J'J1(X2/RC)*(cos6)**2*dR*d9
U14 = J1 (SY*Xl*Yl/Rl**3)*d^L = J1J1 (Y 2/RC) * c 0 s9* s in©* dR* d©
U21 = J'(SZ*Yl/Rl**2)*diL = J'J1sin9*dR*d©
:U22 = J1(SYZRl)^dO =J1J* (Y 2/RC )*dR*d9.
U23 = J1(SY*Y1**2/Rl**3)*dn- = J1J1(Y2/RG)*(sin9)**2*dR*d©
U24 = J'(SX*Xl*Yl/Rl**3)*dA_ = J1J'(X2/RC)*sin9*cos9*dR*d9
U3I = J1(SZZRl)^diL ■= J1J1 dR*d©
U32 = J1(SX*Xl/Rl**2)*da_ =. JJ1 (X2/RG)*cos9»dR*d©■'
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.U33 = £(SY*Y1/Rl**2)*d^ = ;f(Y2/RC)*sine*dR*d9
Each of the integrals was done numerically for 

values of R/RD ranging from 0.0 to 4.0. RD was fixed for 
all integrations since the results will be directly 
proportional to RD. The value for dR was RD/100 and for 
d© was PI/50. 61 was varied from 0 to 2*PI and Rl was 
varied from 0 to 5*RC so that all points in. the disk 
loading would be included. If the integration point was 
outside of the load circle no contribution to the results 
were added. . For each integration point that fell inside 
the load circle cosG, sin©, X2, Y2, dR arid d© were 
calculated and the incremental contribution added to each 
displacement.

All of the y components of displacements (U21, U22, 
U23 and U24) were esentially zero. In addition U13 t Ul4 
was equal to zero and U32 + U33 was equal to zero outside 
the contact region. The numerical results are given in 
Table BI and Figures ?, 8, 9-' and 10. In Table B2 are 
listed the percent errors between the values obtained by 
numerical integration and the approximations to Ul, U2, U3 
and U4,



Table Bi

r/rd uzz/rd UZX+UZY
RD uxz/rd UXXl/RD

• 0 6.2832 3.1416 .0000 . 000 0. I 6.2694 3.1121 .3135 • 3137. ? 6.2166 3.0127 .6300, .6167. 3 6 I 42 4 2.8620 .9 423 .9103 ■.,'4 ' 6.0205 2.6359 • 1.2586 1.1757.. 5 5.8735 2.3598 I.5708 I .41 52* 6 5.6750 2.0131 I .8850 .I•6080.7 5.4186 I•5987 2. I 988 I.7402. .. R 5. I 045 • 1.1294 2.5129 1.7942.9 4. 68 47 .5949. 2.8283 • 1.7171I 1.0 3.9999 . 0059 .3.1410 1-3341I • I 3.335 . 000 2.859I • 2 2.9 51 . 000 2.622 . .69 5.1.3 2.662 • 000 ' 2.421I • 4 2. 434 -. 000 2.2 51 , • 47 01.5. 2.242, . 000 2.099 '1.6 2.086 . .000 . 1.971 . .346I . 7 1.947 ..' .000 I .8 53.1.8 1.810- .000 1.735 .26 51.9. I .728 . 000 I • 6622.0 1.614 .000 I • 5.61 • 210 .2- I 1.553 . 000 I . 506 ,
2.2 I . 456 . 000 1.418 ' • 17 1
2.3 I•402 • .000 I • 3682. 4 I • 352 • 0 0 0 1.321 . I 43'■2.5 1.281 . 000 I .254

I 2« 6 I • 225. . . 000 ' 1.202- . I 222.7 . I . I 9.0 .000 1.169 .
2.8 ■ 1.152 . 000 I . I 33 '. 1.04.2.9 - 1.1 05 . 000 1.087 ..
3 • 0 I . 0 42 ■ ■ • 0.00 - I •028. .090-
3.1- I • 022 .000 1.008

I 3 • 2 I • 002 ■ . 000 ■ .989 • . .078■ 3. 3 • 9 78 .000 .9663.4 .9 47 ' .000' .937 .069.. 3- 5 ' .914. • . '..000 . 1 «9 04
3 • 6 ■' • 8 49 . ■' ".•000"" ■■ .8 42 ' . .062'-.3.7 '‘ .838 . • 000 .831 i3.8 . • 827 . 000’ • 820 .0 56'3.9 . .8 13 ■ »'000 . .806..| 4» 0 . 799 . 000 . 793 ■ .050.



Table B2

R/RD
Percent Error

uzz/rd UZX+UZY
RD uxz/rd UXXl/RD

.0 -.000 - .000 .000 . 000• I -.031 - . 062 .21 0 4. 3 48. 2 .033 • '107 -.267 4. 553• 3 - .050 -.110 • 019 3.513
• ■A . 054 .115 -.156 2.877. cS - . 062 -.153 - .000 I • 443"• 6 - .047 -.123 - * 002 «047. i .074 • 220 >014 -1.431• B .017 . .139 .015 -3.151. 9 .0 44 . 336 -.031 - 4.057I . 0 . 00? . 000 • 019 -.057I . I -.083 ■ . 000 -.105I. • ? - . 2 4 2 . 000 -.153 -.7 70I • 3 - . 2 7 0 . 000 • -.181I • A -.358 .000 -.311 - . 409.1.5 • - . 2 5 0 . • 000 -.219I • 6 - . 4 2 2 . 000 -.38 1 - • 763I • 7 . -.324 . 000 -.270
I .8 . 663 . 000 . 59 5 -•312I . 9 ■ -.595 • . 000 -.5132.0 • . 693 : . 000 . 628 • 0872. I - . 676 . 000 -.664
'2.2 .830 • 000 . 705 . 2992.3 - . 089 . 000 . -.1532.4 • -.929 • 000 -.909 -.1602. 5 . 1 8 9 .000 • 2102.6 . 57 I i 000 . . 525 -.9962. 7 - . 4 5 3 .00 0 - • 466. 2.8 -.97 1 . 000 -.971 -.417?. 9 -.436 .000 -.340
3.0 1.9 57 . 000 1.867 -.204
3. I . 504 . 000 .537
3. 2 - . 778 ..000 -.733 .8 43CaI CO -I.499 ' . 000 - I . 4503. ̂ - I .3 38 . 000 - I .388 . 680.3. 5 -.760 .000 - • 7083.809 . 000 3.642 -.30 33.7 2 . 2 7 4 . 000 2.176.3.8 . . 8 5 9  ■ . 000 .821 -1.135.3 • 9 . - •080 . 000 - . 0 584. 0 -.913 • 000 -.9 59 - • 2 43.



APPENDIX C

Listed in this appendix is. a copy of the program that 
was used to determine the surface displacements of a half
space subjected to the stress distribution discussed in 
section 2.5• The methods that were used to do the 
numerical integrations is similar to those described in 
Appendix 3.
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UIMhMSiON KC 21 ), UXCPl ) , UVCPl ) , U Z C P I )
NK-.- PiX) N I I -- 2
RC=O.0PS4b
RI = 3« 14! L)9P6b3b89 7 3
I f =  3 0 .  F.0 6
S= P« 3
Al=Cl.+S)/Cpi^FI*E)
AP= C I * - P.* S I 
A3= ?•*'(. t « S)
A A ~ P» * S
DO PO [=1,10
RC I > = RĈ  C C I-.5)/I 0.)
UXC I) = 0.0 
11/. (I) = O-O 
OR=RCXNR 
• OU .10 I I= I. NR
Rl=KCXNKfSQRl<C2. + I I * I I-2. +I I+I.)X2. )
Oi = Ij I xc.Ni i *c 11 *p.  - i ) )
OO 10 I t I = ! , C P* I I - I.) *NT1 
11=DI+ClIi-.b)
Cl =COSC I I)
Sl = SlNC Tl )
R'2= SQR I' C C R C I > + KI > + + 2 • - 2 • + R C I ) * R I * C I • - C I ) >
IF CRP.01.RC) GO 10 10 
TP=AlANCRl+S I*C R I+ C I - R C I)))
UXC I ) =  L I X  C I ) +  ( A 1 * ( - A 2 * F Z ( K 2 ) * C l + A 3 * F X ( R 2 ,  T2)

3 +AXMcFXC RPi IP) + C I + C I + A.4 + FY C R2i IP) + C I +SI > ) * DR+DT 
UZC I) = UZC I)+CA WC A3+FZCRP)+A2*FXCRpi TP)+Cl 

. & + A p + F Y C RPi T P) + S I ) > + p R + D T 
10. CONTINUE

UXCD = UXC I) + P.
U/. C I ) = UZ C I ) + p. '

PO WKl T E C I 03 ill) . RC I), UZC DiUXC I)
I I FORMAT C 3( I X> I RF. I D ZD 
' KNO
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K !'.AL I- !AS Cl r JN KZ(HS)
H - V 1-J.'
KC-0. MHb/,!)
K Z = H c CU S < 3» 'I Al 59 26 5/?.* (RSZRC) )KLlUHH
EiN D
REAL F U N C T I O N  F X ( R 2 , 7 2 )
Q=I-AFUS 
RC= 0 - 025/15'
FX=COSO 2) +-Q̂ SIN <3. I 41 59265* < R2/RC) )RETURN
END •
REAL FUNCTION FY(R2»T2>
O= I . 6 E O 5 
• RC= 0 - 02 5/iS
FY= SI NOT) I N( 3 - I 41 5926 5* ( R2/RC ) )
RETURN
END ■



APPENDIX D

Listed in this appendix is a copy of the main program 
that was used to solve the frictional contact problem of 
a rigid sphere in contact with an elastic half-space. The 
parameters that are used are defined in the program. The 
subroutines E and K are elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kind respectively. Function F is the profile 
function between a sphere and a half-space. Functions Ul, 
U2, U-3 and U4 are the displacements due to the disk loads 
as described in section 2.3. Subroutine CAUSED is used to 
solve the simultaneous equations by Gauss-Seidel iteration.
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7 4! .!OH 7 69 > AL !-OJE IMi-Il;, I 
!LIMIT C T IM i.-l, I O > , r CO R E, 6 ) , i I JO, 12 0)
!FORTRAN GO /■ NSs * HP ''
C ' " MAINLINE. TO SOLVE FOR NORMAL AND SHEAR ' STRESSES
O BETWEEN RIGID SPHERE AND ELASTIC HALFSPACE
C

DIMENSION RC( I 0> , RAC I 0>.> STRESSC SO) , DI SP( 20), AC 20» 21 ) ' 
DIMENSION HERTZCP0),X(20),RCA(10)
COMMON El, S,PI 
COMMON FAC 
REAL LOADfMU, I I> NN 

C NOW DEFINE ALL PARAMETERS
C • ITMAX-MAXIMUM # OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED IN SOLVING EOS 
C . EI = YOUNGLS MODULUS OF HALF-SffACE - 
C S=PO L SON ' S RATI O OF .HALF-SPACE
C MU=FRICTldN COEFFICIENT BETWEEN SPHERE AND HALF-SPACE
C RI=RADius of sphere ■
C R2=RA.DI US OF CONTACT AREA
C RSSTARTfRSSTEP & RSSTOP ARE. USED TO . INCREASE' APPROACH
C N=NUMRER QF COLLOCATION POINTS
C FAC IS USED TO DETERMINE LOAD VS APPROACH :

RC=RADIUS TO COLLOCATION POINTS'.
RA=RADIUS' OF DISK LOADS
STRESS= CALCULATED STRESS, BOTH SHEAR. AND NORMAL 
DISP= DISPLACEMENTS OF HALF-SPACE SURFACE 
X = MA GMITUDE OF INDIVIDUAL DISK LOADS ......
HERTZ = STRESSES PREDICTED BY HERTZ '
A = COEFFICIENT MATRIX
P & PO ARE LOAD AND MAX STRESS PREDICTED BY HERTZ 
EPS=IOLERANCE USED IN SOLVING. EQUATIONS ;
CAUSED IS THE SUBROUTINE USED TO SOLVE EQUATIONS.
CAUSED USES GAUSS-SEI DEL ITERATION
SlfSS AND S3 ARE USED TO'CHECK AND LIMIT SHEAR STRESSES 
LOAD IS THE TOTAL LOAD APPLIED TO THE SPHERE '.

C APP IS THE APPROACH BETWEEN. THE SPHERE AND. HALF-SPACE
I TMAX = SOW ' ■'

' 'LI = 30« E6 . . ' ...
■ S=W.3 ..
M U= W * fi 5 
Rl=I <0

' PI = 3 • I 4159S65 , . , .
RSSTART=W.00WS
RSST El 3~ 0.0 0.05 ' . ..
RSSlOP=W. OS
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N -- I 0 
N2- 
N M -- N
FAC-1.00
OUTPUT N,E1, Si MLU I TMAX* R i » R2START0 R2ST0P, R2STEP 

C ALL ARRAYS ARE ZEROED'
DO )2 J=IN
KCC I ) = 0« 0J RAC I > = 0.0J RCA(I>=0.0 

I 2.CONT I NUE
DO 10.1=1, N 2 

. STRESSC I )-0.0
Di: spc i > =.0« 0 •
xc i > •-- 0 .0 '
HERTZ C I ) = 0.. 0
DO i 0 J= I f N2+ I . .

10 AC I,J) = 0.0 
R2= R2START 

I CONTINUE
C '
C RADI I OF AREAS AND RADII. OF COLLOCATION POINTS

ARE NOW ESTABLISHED
■ DO 20 I = IiN . .
II=I
RCC Il = R2*C C I I-.5)/NN)

20 RAC I) = R2*II/NN
NOW CALCULATE NORMAL STRESSES AT COLLOCATION 
POINTS FOR THE CASE WHERE THERE IN NO FRICTION. 

C THIS- WILL BE USED AS THE FIRST GUESS OF THE
C TRUE STRESS DISTRIBUTION
C

P= C R2/.88 0 > * * 3./C R I * C I«/E U )
.PO=0.616*C P*C El/Rl >**2.)**CI./3.)
■ EPS= 0. 000T *P0 
DO 30 I=IiN
HERTZCI) = P0*2. /3« * C C I . - C C I- I )/N)**2.)**I.5 
A- C I . - CI/N)* + 2 .  )/C C 2.* I - I.)/N*N)*N*N 

■ 30 HERTZC I + N ) = 0. 0.
C
C NOW. DISPLACEMENTS AT COLLOCATION PTS.' ARE
C CALCULATED FOR DISKS OF UNIT MAGNITUDES

DO 3 IFAC= 1> 5 
DO 40 I=IiN
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HO S it t J ■ - ! j N 
H-KHO >
Al-KA(J)
At i ji J > IJI C I-H A I )
AC U J + iM> = Uf>< R> At >
AC/+ N'# J > = Li3 ( R> A I )

445 AC I+N> J(N) = U4CR, Al )
C
C

DO 60 I=1,N
A C I / N 2+ i') = F C KC C I ) # R I > R2)

60 AC I + AO i\'2+ I ) = DI SPC I +N )
CALL GAUSED (A., X,NS, UMAX,EPS)
DO 70 I -i> NS '

70 STRESSCI)=0.0 
DO 80 I= I,N 
DO 8 0 J- I N

8 0 STRESSC I ) = STRESSC I ) +-X C J)
ST RESSCN SO = XCN 2)
DO 90.I=N-W I,-I

90 STRESSCI+NJ = STRESSC T+N+I WRAC I>/RAC I + I )+XCI+N)
C NOW SHEAR STRESSES AKE CHECKED AND LIMITED

■ DO 102 I= I,N 
H  = I
Si=STRESS(I)
SS= STRESSC I + N )+• C I I - » 5) /11 
SS=ABS(SP)
IFC S3« Gl .SWMU> STRESSC I+N) = S1 *MU*S2/S3*IT /C 11 - . 5) I 02 CONTINUE 
LOAD =0.0 
DO 33 I=WN

33 LOAD = LOAD + PI*XCI)*RACI)*RA(I)
■ HLOAD=LO AD* R W3./4. + C I . - S.*S) /( R2**3. *E) )

C A NEW GUESS IS MADE FOR THE A P P R O A C H
■ FAC= 6.0*CHLOAD)**C 2./3.)-5.0*FAC
3 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE

C ’ DISPLACEMENTS AT THE NEW COLLOCATION POINTS ■
C ' ARE CALCULATED USING STRESSES 

R2A= R2 + R2STEP .
XCNP)= STRESSCN2)
DO I OS I - N-W W - T 
H  = I
XC I -t-'N)-STRESSC I+N) - STRESSC I+N + I ) * I I X C I I + I >

I 0 5 CONTINUE
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no 110 r = i * N 
I I = 'I

IIP) RCAC I > = R̂ 'A*( < I I-.. 5)/NN)
. DO 100 I=I»N2 ■

100 DISF(I)=0.0 
. DO 120 I=UN 
DO I S 0 J=UN- 
. R=RCAC I ).SAl = RA(J)
DI SPd ) = DI SPd HXtJUfUK R,.A I ) +X(Jt-N) *U2( R> A I >

I 20 DI SPC I -HN >:•■:£> I SRd+N )+X( J)+.U3( R> Al )+X( J + N) *U4( R> A I ) 
WRITE (108,200) R2 7 '
OUTPUT 1 U ‘ STRESS - AFTER SLI P ' / . .
WRITE (108,201) (.STRESSC I ), I = UN2)
OUTPUT 5■ u MERTXI AN STRESS’
WRI TE C I 08,.201 ) CHERTXC I ) , T = U N)
.OUTPUT ‘ *, .’NORMAL STRESS/ HERTZ IAN STRESS.
WRI TE-. C 108,202) C S TR ES S C I > /HERTZ C I ), I= I,N)
OUTPUT U ’STRESS / MAX HERTZIAN STRESS'
WRI TEC I 08, 202) C STRESSCI )/PO, I = U.N2) '
OUTPUT ■’ ’,'SHEAR / NORMAL'
WRITE C I 08, 202) C STRESSC I+N)/STRESSCD,I=I,N>
; OUTPUT '.','DISPLACEMENTS’
WRITE (108,203) CDISPC I H I.= U N2>
,.OUTPUT ’ ', '01 SP*R 1/R2,**2 '
WRI TEC I 08, 202) C DISPC I)*Rl/R2* + 2«,1=1,N2)
APP= 0.0
DO I 01 I=UN

10 I APP=APPt-Xd ) * LI I C 0« 0, RA C I >) +X ( I +N )> U2 C 0.0, RA C I ) )
A PP I = APP>- R I / R2> +• 2 •
OUTPUT ’ '
WRIT EC I 08, 204) APPl ■
OUTPUT ’. '
WRI TEC I 08, 205) HLOAD 
IF CK2. GT. R2ST0P) GO TO. 99.9 
R 2= R 2+.R 2 S TEP 
GO TO I 

' 2 CONTINUE 
999 CONTINUE
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2 m  FORMAT ('I', ’ RADIUS OF CONTACT IS NOW - S 2 X *  F l . 4)
I FORMAT ' f I O ( I X , F S O. R ) ) '

902 FORMAT ( iOC I X .F i0.6 ))
903 FORMAT O  PCI PEl I. >1)) ...
204.FOKMATC'APPROACH / HERTZIAN APPROACH =. .. ',Fl0.6)
205 FORMATC"LOAD / HERTZIAN LOAD = ' ',Fl0.6)
. END

REAL FUNCTION ECMl)
REAL Ml
A 1-0.44325 "< 4i 463.
A2=0.0626060 I 220

. A3- 0.0 47 5733 35 46 '
A4-P.01736506451
BI=0.24998368310 -
B2=0.09200 I 80037 
63=0.04069697526 
64= 0.00526449639.
E= C I .+Al^M 1 + A2+M I 4=M I »A3*M I+M 1+M I+A4*M I *M I I *M I ) .

& +LOGC I. /M I ) *C BI *MT+B24M I *M 1+B3*M1 *M I *M I +B4*M I *M I *M I *M I ) RETURN ■
END
REAL FUNCTION KCM I) ... . . .
REAL Ml
C 0 =  I . 38629 4361 12 ' -;
Cl = 0»09 6 663 442 59 ■
C2= 0« 0359.0092383 . ' -
03=0.037425637.1 3 
C4=0. 01 45 1196212 
00=0.5
Dl = 0. 12498 593597
02=0.06880243576% ' .
03=0.03328355346
D4=0. 0.0-441 78 7012 '- ' ■ ■
■ K= C C0 + C I *M I + C2 +'M I *Mi +C3*M I *MT*M.l +C4+M |,*M I *M1 *M1 >
& + C 00+DI *M I+ 0.2*M I *M I +63*M I *M I +M l + D4*M I +MT *M I *M I ) +LOGC I . /MT ) RETURN ' .. " • .' . '
END '
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REAL FUNCTION F'CR, FM,R2>
COMMON E2,S» Fl> FAC
F- RF*RF/ R I *F A C SQRT( K I *R.l ~ R* R) - R ;RETURN .
KN I)
REAL FUNCTION U1(R*A>
COMMON K1,S,PI 
REAL K,MI
IF (R.GT.A) GO TO 10 
M I = I.-(R/A>**2.
U1 = A*E(M I ) * 4. x<< I • - S*S) / C PI *E1)
GO TO 20

I 0 M1=I C A / R>**2.
Ui = (R*( ECM I )-M I*K(M I > >-M. >*< I .-S*S)/(Pi*El >20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EN D -
REAL FUNCTION U2CR*A) . ,
COMMON EI j> S» PI
IF (R.GT.A) GO TO 10 .
U2=PI*C A + A~R+R>/A*( l-.+S)*(i.-2. *S>/(2.*PI*ED 
GO TO 20 

10 1)2= 0.0 
20 CONTINUE 

■RETURN 
END
REAL FUNCTION U3(R,A)
COMMON E I# S> PI 
■IF (R.GT.A) GO TO 10 
1)3= PI jPR* ( I .-i-S) *( I .-2.*S)/(2.*PI*E1 )
GO TO 20 '

10 U3=PI*A*A/R*(I.+S)*(I.-2.*S)/(2.*PI*E1)
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END
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REAL FUUCi I UN UAC RL A).
COMMON EC.'.L F I 
REAL K tM I
IF CR.CH. A; GO TC' 10 
M i = C  - (R/fr)
UA= 4. / 3- *1<+E(M ! ) + ECM I > + ( I . C-S+S> /C RI * £ I )
GO TO PO

I 0 Ml=C- C A / R) -V* 2 • '
UA= A./PI+R+R/A* ( ECM I >-M I *K CM l>->**2. + < I . - S* S > V. C PI * £ ! ) 

'20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EN D

SUBROUTIN El 'GA USED. C A t X> N> I TM AX* EPS) ■ 
INTEGER FLAG . '
DIMENSION AC 20, 2 I ), XC 20)
NPl=N+!
DO 3 I=CN 
. ASTAR=AC Cl)
DO 3 J= CNPl 

3 A C I» J) = A C I> J)/A SIA R 
DO 9 ITER = CITMAX 
FLAG=I 
DO 7 I= C N 
.XSTAR=XC I. ) .
XC D  = ACCNPl )
DO 5 J=CN
IF Cl .EQ. J) GO TO 5 
XCI)=XC I)-AC C J)+X CJ)

5 CONTINUE
I FC ABSC XSTAR-XC I >.) .LE» EPS) GO TO 7
FLAG =0 

7 CONTINUE
IF. C FLAG.NEi I> GO TO 9 
OUTPUT ITEK 
GO TO I

9 CONTINUE
QUI PUT 'DI D NOT COM VERGE' •

I CON TIN UE
RETURN
END

! LOAD (GO)
! RUN - 
! FOD
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